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About This Game

PROXIMA ROYALE is a competitive Sci-Fi Multiplayer Shooter set on the exoplanet Proxima Centauri b. Experience
strategic and action-packed multiplayer battles and the exploration of massive open worlds.
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Title: PROXIMA ROYALE
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Vulkan Society
Publisher:
Vulkan Society
Release Date: coming soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Ukrainian
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DEVELOPMENT UPDATE #006:
Hello there fellow human!

Welcome to the sixth Development Update of PROXIMA ROYALE. We know you are all hyped becuase of the upcoming
Closed Beta and to tell you the truth, we are hyped too! Eighteen more days until the survial on Proxima b continues!

Bullet Weapon Series (Final Models):
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Level Design Progress:
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PRE-ORDER NOW & BECOME A FOUNDER: https://proximaroyale.com/

Indie of the Year Awards have commenced. Help us make it to the top 100!
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Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/. Patch 0.5.2 Released!:

This is a second small patch containing important fixes for the bugs reported by our players during the first days of the Closed
Beta and other minor improvements.

Bugfixes:

Fixed incorrect handling of players disconnect event which caused some players to appear dead while they are still
connected to the match.

Fixed issue that prevented players from changing their key bindings.

Fixed issue when players could infinitely use health and energy cores while driving.

Other changes:

Power jump sound now replicates to other players. Use with care to not reveal your position to enemies!
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Added missing self-hit visual effect and sound.

Changed energy bow attenuation.

Lowered main menu music volume.

. PATCH 0.4.1-Closed Alpha:
The newest patch contains fixes for the most crashes. Starting from now we will gradually increase minimum number of players
to 40 and monitor servers to make sure everything runs smooth. Next target is 60 players per match. Thanks for your patience!
��

Bugfixes:
- Fixed client crash while searching for match.
- Fixed client crash while logging into lobby.

Changes:
- Reduced screen shake when receiving damage.. CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN & CLOSED ALPHA LAUNCH
DATE:

Hello there, Human!

All keys from the giveaway are out! 400 in total!

We also are thrilled to kick off our crowdfunding campaign for PROXIMA ROYALE. Interested players can back the project
on the official game website. All backers will get access to the Closed Alpha as well as exclusive rewards. Survival on the
exoplanet Proxima B starts on Friday, the 13th of April!

Eliminate your enemies to become THE LAST ROBOT STANDING!

Website: https://proximaroyale.com/. Closed Beta Waves 2 & 3:
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Hello there Humans! We hope you all had great holidays!

Closed Beta Waves 2 & 3 coming soon! There will be two weekends of server uptimes in January.

Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/. Patch 0.6.0 Released!:
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Waiting lobby:

 Players now can instantly drop into a match’s waiting lobby after they search. The match will start after the waiting
timer expired or enough players joined, whatever comes first.

Energy bow:

 Speed and damage of the bow arrow now differs depending on pulling power.

 Reduced maximum energy accumulation time per shot to 1.5 s. In order to perform a shot you need to accumulate at
least 25% of required energy.

 Added energy trail and impact particles.

 Improved bow appearance and animations.

Balance changes:

 Players will now start having 3 health cores and 3 energy cores.
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 Core usage duration reduced from 5 to 2 seconds.

Other changes:

 Added hit indicator.

 Added radius to lootable items trace.

 Added resolution scale setting. It can be used to achieve better performance on low-end hardware.

 Reduced default graphic quality settings.

 Added client version check when connecting to the server.

 Added notification message after disconnecting from the server.

Bug fixes:

 Fixed missing robot’s head in third person perspective.

 Fixed issue when some buildings were not enterable because of closed corridors.

 Fixed bug when camera can appear on the ground in the beginning of a match.

. Development Roadmap Reveal & Closed Alpha Key Giveaway!:

Watch our stream this Saturday at 8 PM CEST!
https://www.twitch.tv/proximaroyale

We are also giving away 50 closed alpha keys!
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Enter the giveaway here:
https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale/status/987453374659530752. Closed Beta Wave 6:

Hello there fellow human!

Don't forget to participate in the Closed Beta Wave 6 which will take place this Saturday (11th of May). The servers will be up
for 6 hours.

You can get access to the Closed Beta by pre-ordering the game on https://proximaroyale.com.

Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/
. PATCH 0.4.4-Closed Alpha:
This patch includes a lot of netcode changes and is intended to fix major issues and improve the overall gameplay experience.

Bugfixes:
- Improved server control over the players' actions to avoid kill trading.
- Fixed bug when match doesn't end although it's only one player in the last zone.
- Fixed incorrect alive counter.

Changes:
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- First zone now will always spawn on the fixed distance from the center.
- Added Toggle Sprint, Toggle Crouch, Toggle ADS, Invert Mouse Y Axis options.
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